Abstract. We prove tight estimates for averages of the twisted Hooley ∆-function over arbitrary number fields.
Introduction
In his memoir [Hoo79] Hooley studied the following function, previously brought to attention by Erdős, ∆pnq :" sup aPR ÿ d|n e a ădďe a`1 1, pn P Nq.
(1.1)
He showed that its average order is appreciably smaller than that of the divisor function, namely 1 x ÿ nďx ∆pnq Î plog xq 4 π´1 .
This saving enabled Hooley to provide new results in areas as diverse as Diophantine approximation, divisor sums and problems of Waring's type. Further applications were later found by Vaughan [Vau85] , [Vau86] , for problems of Waring's type, by Tenenbaum [Ten86] in the topic of Diophantine approximation, as well as for Chebychev's problem on the greatest prime factor of polynomial sequences by Tenenbaum [Ten90] . The problem regarding the average of ∆ was later revisited by Tenenbaum [Ten85] , who managed to establish a strong upper bound, with a special corollary that the exponent 4 π´1 can be replaced by any positive constant. Specifically, letting p εpxq " d log log logp16`xq log logp3`xq ,
for any x ě 1, enables us to state his result, namely 1 x ÿ nďx ∆pnq Î plog xq Opp εpxqq .
Our first task in this paper is to generalise this to to arbitrary number fields. Let K be any number field with ring of integers denoted by O K . The symbol I K will be reserved for the monoid of non-zero integral ideals of O K , while Na " 7O K {a will always refer to the ideal norm of a P I K . The generalisation of (1.1) to K is given by ∆ K paq :" sup aPR ÿ d|a e a ăNdďe a`1 1, pa P I K q.
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Introducing the arithmetic function,
we see that ∆ K paq " sup aPR ÿ d|Na e a ădďe a`1 r K pdq.
Therefore ∆ K can be perceived as a variant of ∆ over Z twisted by r K . The twist exhibits less tame behaviour than the constant function 1 or a Dirichlet character, as it may often assume arbitrarily large values. It is therefore perhaps surprising that the strong bounds valid for the classical Hooley ∆-function can be extended to this setting. The proof of Theorem 1.1, given in §3, is based on the method involving the use of differential inequalities in [HT88, §7] .
Next, let ψ K be any quadratic Dirichlet character on K and define ∆ K pa; ψ K q :" sup aPR 0ďbď1ˇÿ d|a e a ăNdďe a`b ψ K pdqˇˇ, pa P I K q.
(1.2)
In the special case K " Q this function was considered by Daniel (see [Brü12] ), as well as de la Bretèche and Tenenbaum [dlBT12] . Their work culminates in the bound, 1 x ÿ 1ďnďx ∆ Q pn; ψ Q q 2 Î plog xq Opp εpxqq .
(1.3)
Our second undertaking in the present work is to generalise this to any number field.
Theorem 1.2. Let ψ K be a quadratic Dirichlet character defined on any number field K.
There exists a positive constant c " cpK, ψ K q such that 1 x ÿ Naďx ∆ K pa; ψ K q 2 Î plog xq cp εpxq , where the implied constant is allowed to depend on K and ψ K .
Our method, when fully extracted, is capable of proving estimates for higher moments. In particular, it is able of showing that the average of ∆ K paq 2 is Î plog Naq 1`op1q and, as remarked after the statement of Theorem 3 in [HT86] , the exponent of the logarithm is expected to be best possible up to op1q. Thus an important feature of Theorem 1.2 is that it provides a square-root saving over the estimate that one would obtain by bounding ∆ K pa; ψ K q by ∆ K paq.
The proof of Theorem 1.2, supplied in §4, makes use of the approach in [dlBT12] involving an induction related to the number of prime ideal divisors of a. There will be a slight modification however; this is to take care of the fact that there may be several ideals d of a given norm present in (1.2). Therefore very short sums ř d ψ K pdq may contain an unusually large amount of terms and one is required to show that cancellation among the values ψ K pdq still occurs. This situation does not arise when K " Q.
Let us finally remark that interest in averages of ∆-functions has lately spiked due to applications to Manin's conjecture. This is a central conjecture in the area of Diophantine geometry, introduced by Manin and his collaborators in [FMT89] , whose aim is to provide a precise description of the distribution of rational points on Fano varieties. However, its status for surfaces has not yet been fully resolved. An important rôle in proving the conjecture for Châtelet surfaces is assumed by the asymptotic estimation of divisor sums of the form ÿ ps,tqPZ 2 |s|,|t|ďx ÿ dPN d|F ps,tq ψpdq, as x Ñ`8, where F P Zrs, ts is a separable quartic form and ψ is a quadratic Dirichlet character. De la Bretèche and Tenenbaum used (1.3) to handle these divisor sums when F is irreducible or a product of two irreducible quadratic forms in [dlBT13] , which enabled them to prove Manin's conjecture for two families of Châtelet surfaces.
In our forthcoming joint work [BS16] with Browning, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are used to study divisor sums of the shape ÿ ps,tqPZ 2 |s|,|t|ďx˜n
where F i , G i P Zrs, ts are appropriate binary forms with ř n i"1 degpF i q " 4 and`¨¨˘denotes the Jacobi symbol. As a byproduct we provide matching upper and lower bounds agreeing with Manin's conjecture for every quartic del Pezzo surface with a conic bundle structure over Q.
Notation. The symbol p will exclusively refer throughout this paper to prime ideals in O K and the residue degree of any p Ă O K will be denoted by f p . We shall make frequent use of the multiplicative span of all linear prime ideals,
The symbols µ K , τ K and Λ K will be used for the Möbius, divisor and the von Mangoldt function on I K , while ω K will stand for the number of distinct prime ideal divisors on I K . Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, the implicit constants in Landau's O-notation and Vinogradov's Î-notation are allowed to depend on K and ψ K but no other parameters. Lastly, the notation f pxq -gpxq will be taken to mean f pxq Î gpxq Î f pxq.
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Precursory maneuvers
We begin by establishing the following property,
and a similar equality holds when ψ K is replaced by 1. By the triangle inequality we ensure the validity of (2.1).
Lemma 2.1. For any W 0 P N and any f : I K Ñ R ě0 define the pair of functions
Na .
If there exists t ą 0 such that f pabq ď τ K paq t f pbq for all integral coprime ideals a, b then for any W 0 P N we have the following as x Ñ 8,
Proof. Let us begin by showing that ÿ Naďx f paq Na
The non-negativity of f makes the inequality Ï clear. To prove the remaining inequality we may factorise uniquely each a P I K as a " bcd, where each prime ideal divisor p of b satisfies Np|W 0 and each prime ideal factor of a which is coprime to W 0 and has residue degree at least 2 divides c. The property of f stated in our lemma shows that ÿ
f pdq Nd and we see that the first term is O t,W 0 p1q. Writing Np " p g for a rational prime p we see that the second product is
It thus remains to show that ÿ
To this end, we may factorise uniquely each d as d 1 d 2 where d 1 , d 2 are coprime, d 1 is squarefree and d 2 is square-full. We may thus infer that ÿ
and the proof of (2.2) is concluded by observing that the sum over d 2 is
In light of (2.2) it is sufficient for our lemma to show that
Abel's summation can be employed to prove the inequality Ï in (2.3). For the remaining inequality let us factorise a as bc with b, c coprime, b square-free and c square-full. This yields ÿ Naďy f paq ď ÿ
Therefore, if the following holds ÿ 
Np 2˙˙Î t 1.
To prove (2.4) we shall deploy the bound f pbq ď τ K pbq Î Nb 1{2 to obtain ÿ
Employing the identity µ K pbq 2 log Nb " ř b"cp log Np allows us to bound the last sum by
where the prime number theorem for K has been used.
The purpose of Lemma 2.1 is twofold. Firstly, it allows the deduction of the estimates required in [BS16] , the precise formulation of which is given below and differs from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Proposition 2.2.
(i) There exists a positive constant c " cpKq such that ÿ
(ii) There exists a positive constant c " cpK, ψ K q such that for any W P N we have ÿ Naďx,aPP K gcdpNa,W q"1
The implied constant in both estimates is allowed to depend on K and, in the second estimate, also on W and the character ψ K .
Proof. By (2.1) we are allowed to deploy Lemma 2.1 with f " ∆ K , t " 1 and W 0 " 1 to obtain the estimate of the first part by Theorem 1.1. The second part stems similarly from Theorem 1.2 by taking f paq " ∆ K pa; ψ K q 2 , t " 2 and W 0 " W in Lemma 2.1.
The second application of Lemma 2.1 is that it makes possible to deduce Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from the following claims. There exist a positive constants c 1 , z 1 that depend only on K such that ÿ
Furthermore, for any Dirichlet quadratic character ψ K there exist positive constants c 2 , z 2 that depend only on K and ψ K such that ÿ
3. The proof of Theorem 1.1
The Dirichlet series ř
Nb´σ " ζ K pσq 2 has a double pole at σ " 1. Thus there exists α K ą 0 such that for all σ P p1, 2s, ÿ
and, similarly,´ζ 1 K pσq ζ K pσq has a pole of order 1 at σ " 1, hence for some γ K ą 0 we have for all σ P p1, 2s that ÿ
We shall find it convenient to deploy the following constant throughout this section,
Clearly, we may assume that mintα K , β K , γ K u ą e, (3.1) upon replacing each constant by a larger value if needed. For a Ă O K , u P R and q P R ě1 we let ∆ K pa; uq :" ÿ d|a e u ăNdďe u`1 1 and
Let us begin by remarking that the proof of the inequality
can be achieved in an identical manner as in [HT88, Th. 72] and will therefore not be given here.
Lemma 3.1. For all a P I K and q P N we have M q paq ď τ K pa.
Proof. It is evident that M q paq ď ∆ K paqM q´1 paq, hence the assertion can be validated by induction on q upon noting that M 1 paq " τ K paq.
Let us now bring into play the function
The equality µ K paq 2 log Na " µ K paq 2 ř a"pb log Np makes evident that
By Hölder's inequality with exponents q and´1 the sum over p is
Let us set for a i P R ě0 , w P R, N pa; w; a 0 , a 1 q :"
To deal with M q ppbq when p ∤ b we use the identity ∆ppb; uq " ∆pb; u´log Npq`∆pb; uq to arrive at
Let us record here the evident equalities
Proof. The sum in the lemma equals ÿ
where ř * is taken over p satisfying u´log Np ă min log Nb i ď max log Nb i ď u´log Np`1.
In particular, we have max log Nb i´m in log Nb i ă 1, u´min log Nb i ă log Np ď u`1´max log Nb i and ř * log Np Np ď β K , which concludes our proof. Lemma 3.3. For each b Ă O K and positive integer a we have ÿ
Proof. It is convenient to rewrite the last summation condition as
hence, letting x`" maxt0, xu for x P R, we can bound the sum in the lemma by
Using the convention pa, bs " H when a ě b verifies the succeeding identity for all a, b P R,
This provides the equality of the last sum with ÿ Using this for c " a and c " q´a yields respectively
and
Taking into account that M 1 pbq " τ K pbq and combining the two inequalities implies that
Finally, bringing together Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 shows that for each 1 ď a ď q´1 we have ÿ
which makes the lemma evident.
Lemma 3.5. For each σ P p1, 2s and integer q we havé
Proof. Let us begin by invoking (3.5), (3.6) and Lemma 3.4 to obtain ÿ
Observe that Hölder's inequality yields the estimate
which, in combination with pa`bq 1{q ď a 1{q`b1{q , valid for each a, b ě 0, yields
, that leads to the following estimate, once (3.4) has been taken into account,
We next employ Hölder's inequality with exponents q´1 and q´1 q´2 to bound the last sum by the quantity α 2 q´1 K Lpσq q´2 q´1 pσ´1q´2 q´1 , which validates the claim of the lemma.
Assume that q is an even positive integer and define the constants
q¯´q`1 .
E. SOFOS
Recalling (3.1), we see that the inequalitý
holds, as long as q Ï K 1. Let us now introduce the function Xpσq :" g 0 pσ´1q´γ in the domain 1 ă σ ď 2. Note that Lemma 3.1 supplies us with Lp2q ď α K , hence the inequality above can be rewritten as Lp2q ă Xp2q. Alluding to [HT88, Lemma 70 .2] and making use of Lemma 3.5 provides us with Lpσq ď Xpσq for each σ P p1, 2s, hence the choice q :" 1`2rplog log xq 1{2 plog log log xq´1 {2 s, yields a positive constant c 1 " c 1 pKq, such that
The required estimate (2.5) now flows directly upon employing (3.3).
4. The proof of Theorem 1.2
Recall that for the purpose of verifying Theorem 1.2 it is sufficient to prove the bound predicted by (2.6). We shall achieve this by an induction process which is brought into life in §4.1. The central result deployed in this process is Proposition 4.2, whose proof is postponed until §4.2.
4.1. The induction process. Throughout §4 the positive real number z 2 " z 2 pK, ψ K q will be allowed to increase but it will be independent of the counting parameter x. The Erdős-Kac theorem for K shows that the number of distinct prime ideal divisors of a typical element a P I K is of size log log Na, thus suggesting to consider the contribution of a satisfying ω K paq ą 10 log log x in (2.6). Using (2.1) with b " O K we see that it is at most
K pbq´10 log log x and the inequality 10´10 logp This shows that (2.6) stems from the estimate ÿ p|añNpąz 2 ω K paqď10 log log x aPP K ,Naďx
We will soon replace the ∆-term by an expression involving an integral that approximates ∆ K pa; ψ K q. The approximation can be performed when the divisors of a are evenly spaced and we proceed by showing that the sum in (4.1) can be restricted to a with this property.
For any A ą 0 we define E pAq as the set of all a P I K for which there are distinct d, d 1 with
Assume that A ě 10. Then each ideal counted in ÿ p|añNpąz 2 aPP K XE pAq,Naďx
is of the shape a " dd 1 m, where d, d 1 , m are coprime in pairs and square-free and satisfy
Hence, by (2.1) with b " O K , the sum is bounded by ÿ
Introducing the following arithmetic function,
allows us to bound the sum over d 1 by
Using [Shi80, Th.1] shows that the last expression is bounded by Nd´1plog Ndq´1´A multiplied by
We have thus shown that the sum in (4.2) is
By Abel's summation the sum over d is Î plog xq 7´A , thus yielding
which reveals that, owing to (4.1), the next estimate is sufficient for the proof of (2.6), ÿ Naďx,p|añNpąz 2 ω K paqď10 log log x aPP K ,aRE p10q
The induction process that will enable us to prove (4.3) requires that we are in possession of an ordering of the prime ideals p Ă O K ; thus we form the sequence pp i q 8 i"1 such that
Prime ideals of the equal norm are allowed to be ordered arbitrarily, but their ordering is fixed once and for all. Hence, for any a we can set i`paq " maxti P N : p i | au and define p`paq :" p i`paq .
Furthermore, for each r P N and square-free a P I K , we let a r :" a if r ě ω K paq. If r ă ω K paq holds then we choose the first r prime ideal divisors of a according to the ordering above and let a r be their product. Setting r x :" r10 log log xs shows that the sum in (4.3) is ÿ Naďx,p|añNpąz 2 ω K paqď10 log log x aPP K ,aRE p10q
Letting for any a P I K , a P R and b P p0, 1s, ∆ K pa; ψ; a, bq :"ˇˇÿ e a ăNdďe a`b d|a ψ K pdqˇš ets the stage for the entrance of the important entity
Let q x :" r a r x {p1`log r x qs and define for r, q P N the average
The next lemma shows that Theorem 1.2 stems from
Lemma 4.1. For all q P N and square-free a P I K with Na ď x and a R E p10q we have
Proof. The lemma is valid if ∆ K pa; ψ K q ă 8, we may therefore assume henceforth that the opposite holds. Note that the definition of ∆ K pa; ψ K q provides a 0 P R, b 0 P r0, 1s such that
We bring into play the box B Ă R 2 given bý a 0 , a 0`1 8plog 2xq 10¯ˆ´b 0 , b 0`1 8plog 2xq 10¯,´a 0´1 8plog 2xq 10 , a 0¯ˆ´b0´1 8plog 2xq 10 , b 0r espectively according to whether b 0 ă 1 2 or not. We choose to focus on the latter case; the former being treated similarly. For any pa, bq P B we have which contradicts the assumption a R E p10q of our lemma. A similar argument shows that the second sum in (4.8) also contains at most one term, therefore invoking ∆ K pa; ψ K q ě 8 and (4.7) provides us with
This inequality immediately furnishes the required estimate by restricting the range of integration in (4.5) to B.
For positive integers r, q and any σ P p0, 1 4 s we define the functions
and for s P R ě1 we let
Noting that L pxq ď eLr x,qx p1{ log xq, our aim now becomes to prove that for all sufficiently small σ ą 0 we have r Ï 1, q " rf prqs ñ Lr ,q pσq Î e c 2 ? r log r σ (4.9) for some constant c 2 ą 0 depending at most on K and ψ K . Clearly, this is sufficient for verifying (4.6).
The strategy for the proof of (4.9) is indirect and resembles a backwards induction process. First, note that if the variable r is replaced by any fixed integer constant t, then for any q we have Lt 1 ,q Î t 1 1{σ. Indeed, using Lemma 3.1 in combination with the obvious bound M 2q pa; ψ K q ď M 2q paq furnishes
It will therefore be advantageous to bound Lr ,q pσq in terms of Lr´1 ,q pσq for r and q in suitable ranges. To this end we shall deploy the succeeding lemma, whose proof is postponed until §4.2.
Proposition 4.2. There exist positive constants c 3 , t 1 , z 2 , σ 0 that depend at most on K and ψ K , such that for all integers t, m in the range t 1 ď t ď 10 log 1 σ , m ď a t{p1`log tq ă m`2, and σ P p0, σ 0 q we have To deduct (4.6) from Proposition 4.2 define for each integer ℓ the following set,
which furnishes the following partition into disjoint sets
Let k :" min A ℓ . It is easy to see that f pk`c ? k log kq ą f pkq`1 holds for some large positive c independent of k, and therefore 7A ℓ ď c ? ℓ log ℓ. In addition, the definition of k shows that f pk´1q ă ℓ and therefore ? k log k Î ℓ log ℓ, hence 7A ℓ ď c 4 q log ℓ for some absolute constant c 4 ą 0. Furthermore, A ℓ will be empty unless ℓ ď q.
It is now time to reveal our backwards induction process. Whenever n P A q we use Proposition 4.2 with t " n, m " q to reduce the value of n from r down to min A q . This will come at a cost of expp When n reaches min A q we will use (4.11) with t " min A qx and m " q. We subsequently iterate the process by using Proposition 4.2 with m " q´1 and t " n for all n P A q´1 . We repeat this procedure going backwards until ℓ is small enough so that t 1 P A ℓ . The total cost will be
r log r , for some constant c 2 ą 0 that depends at most on K and ψ K . At the end of this process we shall be left with Lt 1 ,q pσq which can be estimated via (4.10), thus concluding the proof of (4.9).
Proof of (4.11). Let us begin by introducing the constants η K :" min ! 10´3, 2´3 rK:Qs ) and u t :" expp70 t {tq. We shall make use of the set D t that consists of all square-free a P I K for which there are distinct d, d 1 satisfying
For each such a we can choose and fix square-free and coprime in pairs d at , d 1 at , m at P I K with a " d at d 1 at m at and d at , d 1 at being in the range designated above. We may now deploy the inequality µ K paq 2 M 2m pa t ; ψ K q ď µ K paq 2 τ K pa t q 2m " 4 tm to infer that for large enough t ě t 1 the contribution of a with Nd at ď expp70 t q towards Lt ,m pσq´4 t m {σ is at most Let us now focus on the contribution of a P D t with Nd at ą expp70 t q. The cardinality of the prime ideal divisors of a in the range Np ď expp70 t {tq, henceforth denoted by ωpa; tq, cannot exceed t, otherwise the first t prime ideals dividing a will have norm in that range, thus Nd at ď Na t ď pexpp70 t {tqq t , which is contradiction. In the case where σ ą p32{9qt70´t we see, upon using ζ K p1`σq Î σ´1, that the contribution of the ideals a under consideration towards Lt ,m pσq´4 t m {σ is at most
In the remaining case σ ď p32{9qt70´t we set v :" 2{plog 70q and bound the contribution by
which is again Î p7{10q t {σ. Thus far we have shown that
Taking z 2 ą 2 we see that each a in the sum has odd norm, thus each element of the set S :" pa, bq P p´1, 0sˆp0, 1q : a`b ě 0 ( satisfies Z X pe u , e a`b s " t1u and therefore ∆ K pa; ψ K ; a, bq " 1. Hence, for any q P N we have M 2q pa; ψ K q ě volpSq " 1{2. We can now imitate the proof of Lemma 4.1, replacing 1{plog 2xq 10 by η t K , to prove that for all q P N and square-free a P I K with a R D t we have
Using this for q " m´1 in combination with
The proof of (4.11) is concluded by injecting the last inequality into (4.12) and making use of m Ï f ptq to derive η´2 To this end, we observe that for any a P I K and prime p we have
For a positive integer m we can raise to the power 2m to obtain
Hence, letting for a P I K , w P R, m P N and 0 ď j ď m, N j,m pa, wq :"
and recalling (4.5) we arrive at
and the inequality cd ď mc 2 2`d 2 2m yields in like manner
Putting everything together, we have
where
and the sequence given through
otherwise.
satisfies b j ď 1`2 3 m. Assume that we are given a P I K with ω K paq ą t´1. Then letting p t paq be the t-th prime ideal factor of a according to the ordering (4.4) and using py 1`y2 q 2 , valid for y i P R ě0 , we deduce
This inequality is also valid if ω K paq ď t´1, since in that case we have a t " a t´1 . We obtain
Each ideal n is of the form mp j d, where d is square-free and each prime divisor of d, p i |d satisfies i ą j. We can therefore deduce that the sum over n is
and, recalling that we denote the Dedekind zeta function of K by ζ K , we deduce that the last product is
Np 1`σ˙.
The inequality Np´σ ě 1´σ log Np and Mertens' theorem show that the inner product is
thus showing that the sum over n is Î K σ´1 Nm´1´σpNp j log Np j q´1. Letting for m P P K ,
we have thus obtained
(4.14)
Using Hölder's inequality with exponents m, m m´1 we see that A m pmq is at most
By the prime number theorem for K and partial summation we infer that with z :" Np`pmq the last sum is at most Proof. We start by using the following well-known formula, valid for all u, v, x P R, Recall the definition of M q paq in (3.2).
Lemma 4.4. For all Ξ ě 1 and m P N we have
Proof. Using (4.13) shows that the sum in our lemma is bounded bŷ 1`2 3 m˙ÿ 1ďjďm´1ˆ2 m 2j˙ÿ NpąΞ N 2j,2m pm, log Npq log Np Np (4.18) and the inner sum can be recast as
Letting h :" 2m´2j allows us to see that the sum over p equals ÿ
where the sum ř * is over integers n satisfying the further condition a´min log Nd i ă log n ď a´max log Nd i`b . 
where we have used |ψ K pdq| ď 1 to dispense with the integration over 0 ď b ď 1 in the second term. In virtue of (3.7) and Lemma (4.3) one can show by following the argument involving Hölder's inequality at the end of the proof of [dlBT12, Lem. 2.4] that the last expression is
which, in view of ř Alluding to Lemma 3.1, the term C m pmq makes the following contribution towards (4.14),
Each m above is the product of p`pmq and t´2 prime ideals p i with Np i ď Np`pmq. Taking into account the possible permutations of the ideals p i shows that the sum over m is
The sum over p i is at most 4 log 2 Np`Op1q, hence using the inequality expp´xq ď ℓ! x ℓ , valid for all x ě 0, ℓ P N, we obtain that the expression above is bounded by
We may suppose that t 1 satisfies p κt 1 5´1 q ą 1 and t 1 ą 5, so that upon choosing ℓ :" r t 5 s we see that the sum is
plog log uq t uplog uq t{5 du "´κ t 5´1¯´t
Therefore, using log m " 1 2 log t`Oplog log tq (which is implied by the assumptions of Proposition 4.2), as well as log n! " n log n`Opnq, we see that the contribution of the entity C m pmq towards (4.14) is Î σ´1 4 t ℓ!m ℓ 10 t λ ℓ 0 t t ď σ´1 expp´7 10 t log t`Opt log log tqq Î 1 σpt!q 2{3 .
We now turn our attention to the contribution of B m pmq to (4.14). It is at most
For m as in the sum above we let Spmq be the set of square-free elements n P P K that are divisible by m with the further property that any prime ideal p i |n with p i ∤ m satisfies i ą i`pmq. These ideals enjoy the property n t´1 " m and therefore ÿ The effect of primes p i with residue degree more than 1 is bounded by a constant depending only on K, thus the product is Assuming that t 1 is large enough so that m ą 2 we can gain the succeeding bound via a use of Hölder's inequality with exponents To estimate D t´1,m pp σq we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For ϑ, Γ P p0, 8q define SpΓ; ϑq :" ÿ
There exists a constant B " BpK, ψ K q such that the following holds uniformly in ϑ, SpΓ; ϑq ď # 2 log p1`|ϑ| log Γq`2 log´l og Γ 1`|ϑ| log Γ¯`O p1q, if 0 ă |ϑ| ď 1 2 log log Γ`B log logp2`|ϑ|q, otherwise, where the implied constants are independent of Γ and ϑ.
Proof. For j " 1,´1 we let S j pΓ; ϑq :" ÿ NpďΓ pPP K ,ψ K ppq"j |1`ψ K ppqNp iϑ | 2 Np so that SpΓ; ϑq " ř jPt1,´1u S j pΓ; ϑq`Op1q. Introduce the functions g j : N Ñ Z ě0 via g j pnq :" 7ta P P K : Na " n, ψ K paq " ju and note that the condition p P P K forces Np to be a rational prime. The quantitative version of Chebotarev's theorem provides positive constants c 1 , η 1 such that ÿ 
